Abstract.
Introduction
Let M be a Riemannian manifold with submanifolds P and Q. The energy function E is defined on the space £l(M; P, Q) of continuous piecewise C°°p aths joining P and Q. A path y e Cl(M; P, Q), y: [0, T] -> M, is a critical point for E when y is a geodesic intersecting P and Q orthogonally at y(0) and y(T). Let H be the linear space of continuous, piecewise C°° vector fields along and orthogonal to y whose initial and final vectors are in Py^) and Qy(T) • The Morse index form is a symmetric bilinear map /: H x H -> R.
In [4] the index of / at a critical point y was described, provided the endpoint y(T) was not a P-focal point. The index was computed using P-focal points and a calculation at y(T) involving the second fundamental form of Q. This paper extends the proof to include the case when y(T) is a P-focal point. To accomplish this, we add a third term in the index calculation, which we call the (2-multiplicity of the P-focal point y(T).
Definitions. Many of the basic definitions can be found in [4] . Let M, P, Q,y, and H he as in the introduction. The Morse index form / is given by
where the tj are the points of discontinuity of X' in (0, T); So is the second fundamental form of P at y(0) with respect to y'(0), and Sr is the second fundamental form of Q at y(T) with respect to y'(T).
A P-Jacobi field is a Jacobi field J that is orthogonal to y with J(0) e PY(0) and with J'(0) -SoJ(0) ± Py(0); thus J corresponds to a variation by geodesies 
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License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use leaving P orthogonally. A symmetric bilinear map A is defined on the space of P-Jacobi fields whose value at T is contained in Qytj) by
Let Mt denote (y'(T))x . W will be the subspace of Mt spanned by the values of the P-Jacobi fields at y(T), and WL will be the orthogonal complement of W in Mt ■ Then W1-is spanned by the values at T of the derivatives of the P-Jacobi fields vanishing at T.
The (2-multiplicity Wr of y(T) as a P-focal point is defined to be the dimension of the orthogonal projection ProjG of W1-onto Qytj) ■ Alternatively,
Thus, for example, if Q is a point then mr = 0; if Q is a hypersurface, then mT is the multiplicity of y(T) as a P-focal point in the ordinary sense, i.e., dim W1-.
Statement of the index theorem. The index of I is given by the sum of the index of A, the Q-multiplicity of y(T) as a P-focal point, and the sum of the multiplicities of the P-focal points before y(T). That is, index(7) = index(^4) + mj-+ y^ ra,.
Here mi is the multiplicity of the P-focal point y(tj), 0 < tx < ■ ■ ■ < t^ < T. The formula for the augmented index is simpler.
(index + nullity)(7) = (index + nullity)(^) + ^ ra,.
Remarks. The computation of the augmented index follows easily from that of the index. First, it is well known [2] that the nullspace of / is the space of simultaneous P-and (2-Jacobi fields, i.e., the space of P-Jacobi fields X with X(T) e Qytj) and X'(T) -STX(T) _L Qy{T). The nullspace of A is the space
of P-Jacobi fields X with X(T) e Qy(T) and X'(T) -STX(T) _L W n Qy(T) ■
Consider the linear map on the nullspace of A taking X to the orthogonal projection of X'(T) -StX(T) onto QyiT) ■ The kernel of this map is the nullspace of /. It is not hard to see that the image of this map is precisely ProjQ WL. Thus Nullity(v4) = mT + Nullity(7).
Readers familiar with the case considered by Morse, i.e., when Q is a point, will wonder how the index varies as we "move" Q along y(t), 0 < t < T. Other authors [1, 3] have studied the problem from this point of view, by (in different ways) translating the boundary condition represented by Q along y . This leads to a more complicated statement and a more complicated proof. We prove the theorem without any such translation; however, we will now give a rough explanation of how the index varies as we move Q in the case when Q is a hypersurface. The "orthogonal" case when Q is a point is well known. The general case lies somewhere in between; while no essentially new phenomena occur, the general case is technically complicated for reasons mentioned below. The following discussion should also make clear how our statement is equivalent to that of Bolton [3] in the hypersurface case. Note that Bolton's theorem is more restrictive than ours as his formulation excludes degenerate P-Q focal points.
Let Q be a hypersurface in M and imagine Q being translated along y in some way so that the tangent space Qt at y(t) is orthogonal to y'(t). Let At, Wt, Mt, I,, and mt correspond to A,W, Mt , I, and ra^. Then ra, = dim W,1-is the multiplicity of y(t) as a P-focal point, and At is defined for each t on the entire space of P-Jacobi fields. On an interval with no P-focal points, the index of It is locally constant except where the index of At changes. This will happen only at points where A, has nonzero nullity. The nullity of At at a non-P-focal point y(t) is the dimension of the space of simultaneous Pand Q(t)-iacohi fields (corresponding to variations of y by geodesies leaving P and arriving at Q(t) orthogonally). Bolton calls such points y(t) signed (P, Q) focal points; the sign tells whether the index of At (and thus of /,) increases or decreases.
When Q is a hypersurface, the nullspace of At at a P-focal point has a subspace of dimension mt coming from focal P-Jacobi fields. Thus Nullity (.4,) > mt; in fact, the index of It will be constant as we pass through a focal point as long as Nullity(.4,) = mt, i.e., unless two things are happening at once: Let y(s) be a focal point with Nullity(^) = ms. We claim that index(As+l,) = index(As^£) -ms.
Thus in our computation index(^() decreases by ms and £ w, increases by ms, keeping index(/,) constant. This is not hard to see using the following: Let X be a P-Jacobi field with X(s) = 0. Assuming S, is continuous, we have A,(X, X) = (X'(s), X'(s))(t -s) + rem with a standard Taylor-type remainder.
Here is a simple example: Let M = R2, P = {x2 + y2 = 4; x < 0}, and let Q(t) = {(x -t)2 + y2 = l,x-t <0}, yt = {(r,0)\-2<r<t-1} (see Figure   1 ). Here £ = 0 gives a simultaneous P-and (2(7"")-Jacobi field and is the point where the index changes; t = 1 is the focal point. The sign of At depends upon the angle made by the geodesies leaving P orthogonally with the normal vector to Q(t), since this angle determines whether these geodesies will be longer or shorter than y,. Note: in general we have an orthogonal decomposition M, = Wtr\Qt® ProJQ,^) e <2,x n IVf © Prow (Wt) .
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The dimension of the middle two terms is the multiplicity of y(t) as a P-focal point and the dimension of the second term is ra,, the Q(r)-multiplicity of y(t) as a P-focal point. The domain of At is a vector subspace of the space of P-Jacobi fields whose dimension is that of the first three terms. When Q is a hypersurface, the last two terms vanish; when Q is a point, the first two terms vanish. Roughly speaking, we see "hyperspace" phenomena in the first two terms and "point" phenomena in the last two terms. However, this becomes technically messy to write down because the domain of A, is not a constant subspace even away from focal points.
Proof of the theorem As in [4] , our aim will be to write 77 = B © Bc, where B is the subspace of 77 consisting of vector fields in 77 whose values at the P-focal points in (0, T) are in the span of the values of the P-Jacobi fields at these points and whose value at T is zero. By Lemma 2 in [4] , 7 is nonnegative on B. As in [4] , we will find the index of 7 on Bc, but our definition of Bc will have a slightly different formulation.
Since MT = Qy(T) © QJiT) = W®W±, it follows that Qy(T) = wnQ7{T)®?TojQ(W±).
Let s he the dimension of W n Qy(T) anQ" r the dimension of Qytj) ■ Let Ki,... , Ks be P-Jacobi fields whose values at y(T) span W n Qy(T) > and let Yj-, ... , YT~S be P-Jacobi fields that vanish at y(T) and such that the orthogonal projections of their derivatives at T onto Qytj). together with KX(T), ... , KS(T), span Qytj) ■ We can assume that these projections are orthonormal. We recall from [4] Let N be the index of A. We can choose the K/ so that A is negative definite (< 0) on Kx, ... , Kn and positive (> 0) on KN+X, ... , Ks.
Let Pi -Span{Kx ,...,KN,V/, VT} and Bc+ = SpanjT^+i,... ,KS}. Then Bc = Bc_ © Bc+ and H = B © Bc+ © Pi . As before, 7(P£, B%) > 0 and 7(P, P£) = 0; thus 7 is positive (> 0) on B®BC+. Thus to prove the theorem it remains to prove the Lemma. If X is sufficiently small, I(X, X) < 0 for X e Bc_ .
Proof. Take a metric on Pi for which the given spanning vectors are orthonormal. With respect to this basis, 7 is represented by a matrix of the form ( N  XD  \  \XD -2XJJ + X2CJ ' where U is the matrix representing the identity map on Span{l^7, V^} and TV (representing A on Span{7Ci, ... , KN}) is negative definite. Here C is the matrix whose entries are the I(Zf , Zlk); D, C, and TV are independent of X. The computation is similar to that in [4] except that D is no longer 0; it has nonzero entries given by I(K,, Vj) = X(K',(T) -STK,(T), -Pro)Q(YT)'(T)).
To show that 7 is negative definite on Pi , it is sufficient to show that it is negative definite on every two-dimensional subspace spanned by unit vectors k e Spaniel, ... , Kn} and v e Span{I^;, VT}. The matrix of the restriction of 7 to this subspace has a matrix (using k and v as basis) f-n2
Xd \ \Xd -2X + X2c)
that is negative definite (determinant > 0 and trace < 0) for X sufficiently small. As k and v range over the unit spheres in Span{7Ci , ... , Kn} and Span{I^J, V^}, we can find a X > 0 so that this will always be true.
Thus the theorem is proved.
